
Share curated stories, collect user-generated content and 
track visitor interactions throughout your state or region.

Install scannable signage at 
different points across your state 
or region, then curate content 
specifically for each point 

Visitors scan signs with their 
phone camera and receive media 
content (videos, photos, offers 
and more) that you have curated 
for that exact point

Visitors share the content they get 
from the scan through the 
messaging apps and social media 
channels on their phones

Visitors can also submit videos, 
photos, blogs and reviews about 
their experience by simply 
scanning the sign

User-generated content can be 
added back to the point of 
interest or be shared via the 
client’s site and social channels

Take a photo

Upload from 
photo library
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info@nowhive.com 

Contact us for more info 
or a project quote:

ENCOURAGE VISITATION
Provide education or entertainment in the form of 
videos, maps, reviews and more at a point of interest

GATHER CONTENT
Encourage and reward visitors to upload their video, 
photos, reviews and blogs at a point of interest

INCREASE VISITOR OVERNIGHTS AND SPENDING
Deliver offers and packages for lodging and local 
businesses at the point of purchase or experience

BOOST REVISITATION
Encourage visitors to visit new points close by and allow 
them to upload personal time capsules or messages

DEEPEN ENGAGEMENT
Drive visitors across county lines with scavenger hunts 
and one-of-a-kind experiences

TRACK AND LEARN MORE
Build a visitor profile that includes check-ins and 
movement from point to point across the state
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BENEFITS of

NOWHIVE

USING A CAMERA PHONE, VISITORS SCAN NOWHIVE SIGNAGE and ACCESS CURATED STORIES, OFFERS and MORE.

VIDEO
AUDIO

PHOTOS
PDFS

BLOGS
OFFERS

REVIEWS
CLUES

SCAN TO LEARN MORE


